
Outsourced LinkedIn Sales



Problem
Cold Outbound Sales outreach very

time consuming and we are not 

 reaching the right propects

01
Leads are hard to reach via email and

telephone., it is very time consuming.

02
In order to find the right clients we need to

generate more conversations

03
It takes too much time to connect, message

and generate potential generates.



Solution
Outsource your LinkedIn outreach and

get an inbox full of real conversations

that convert.

01
We will compose a automated personal

messaging sequence that will convert

contacts into leads

02
We will invite your connections to follow your

company page, like and comment on their

posts, invite them to your webinar and

generate leads.

03
The only thing you need to do is take care of

the replies and scheduled conference calls we

generate for you.



LinkedInsales is an outsourced managed automated outreach

service for LinkedIn

We can offer you a steady stream of new prospects, leads and

planned calls with your target audience. We will manage your

LinkedIn account so that all connections made are added to

your network. 

Grow your connections on LinkedIn and engage with your

audience to establish yourself as an industry expert.
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How it Works
Check & optimise LinkedIn profile and headline 

Determine Buyer Persona and create target lists

Write copy for the messaging sequence

Set up automation and messaging sequence

Final Check & Launch 100 connection requests per

week, and up to 250 messages per week.

Monitor and optimise for conversion.
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How it Works



 What can you
expect?

Max 100 connection requests per week
Follow up messages
Messages to existing connections
Invitation to follow company page
Messages to groups you are a member or we can make you a member of.

Connection request to connection: 20%- 50%
Replies : 5% - 70%
Number of meetings scheduled: 4 - 15 per month
Follow company page: +15% - 35%

On LinkedIn we can do the following per profile:
150 actions per day this includes:

Based on the target market and the level of the buyer persona (job title),
conversions are on average:

 



Pricing
€ 499,- per month

Set up of funnel

Minimum of 100 connection request per week

Automated messaging sequence

Invite to follow company page

Automate like and comment posts of invitees

Automate visit profile for higher conversion

Extract and export contact data

This includes:

Ask us for pricing for 3 profiles or more.
(Pricing excl. VAT if applicable)



Contact us
Sales Source | Jasper Willems

Founder & Managing Director

jasper@salessource.nl 

+31622906971

"Saves me at
least 10 hours
per week and
generated in

excess of 100K
in revenue!."

 


